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We define h(n) to be the largest function of n such that from any set of n 
nonzero integers, one can always extract a subset of h(n) integers with the 
property that any two sums formed from its elements are equal only if they 
have equal number of summands. A result of Erdijs implies that h(n) > nzls, 
and it is the aim of the present paper to obtain the refinement h(n) > +I3 
(log n)‘/3. 
1. INTR~D~JCTI~N 
Let h(n) denote the largest function of n such that from any set d of it 
nonzero integers a, ,..., a, one can always find a subset of h(n) integers 
with the property that any two sums formed from its elements are equal 
only if they have equal number of summands. We shall call a subset of ~2 
with this property an admissible subset of ~2. 
The purpose of this paper is to obtain the estimate 
h(n) > n1/3(Iog ny. 0) 
The best lower bound1 (see [l]) previously known to the author is 
h(n) > d/3. (2) 
It may also be mentioned here that it is known (see [2]) that 
h(n) << n1j2. 
It proves convenient notationally to introduce, for all integers a, the 
characteristic function x(a; F) for any set .7 of integers, so that 
x(6 F) = [A 
if aEF 
if a$F. 
r Erdos established this bound for the more general case concerning n nonzero real 
numbers. 
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Now our task is equivalent to finding a lower bound for the number of 
elements of a largest subset &” of & such that, for any two subsets ~2~’ 
and ds’ of &‘, 
gl x(4 ; J%? 4 = f x(ai ; 4’) ai , 
i=l 
holds only if 
gl x(4 ; 4’) = i X(4 ; J4’). 
i=l 
For any real number x and any set Y = {tI ,..., tr} of integers, we 
denote by XY the set {xl1 ,..., xt,}. 
We first show, by a different method from the one used by Erdiis, that 
the estimate (2) holds, and then we proceed to show that the method 
can be refined to enable us to obtain the improved estimate (1). 
2. PROOF OF (2) 
For any prime p and any integer m >, 0, we denote by J& the subset 
of d consisting of all the integers from & which are divisible by pm but 
not by pmfl. We can then express @’ as a union of disjoint subsets thus 
We now consider two cases according as t > p or t < p. In the first 
of these cases, let 93 be the set consisting of one integer from each of 
d ml ,..., J&, so that 
JsY’I=t>p. (4) 
It is clear that 9 is an admissible subset of &, To see this, let us assume 
the contrary and derive a contradiction from it. Accordingly, let 9YI and 
9’z be two subsets of 93 where 1 gI 1 # I Bz 1 such that 
gl x(4 ; %> ai = i x(4 ; %J ai , 
i=l 
and, without loss of generality, we may assume that the integers of 8, 
are different from those of 3Yz . Suppose a* is the integer belonging to 
either aI or ~33’~ which comes from the set &me with the least m*. Then the 
sum in (5) not containing a* is divisible by pm*+l, whereas the one con- 
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taining a* is not. Hence (5) cannot hold and this gives the desired contra- 
diction 
We now consider the second case, where we have t < p. But this 
implies that there exists mj where 1 < j < t such that 
Then.at least j J$& I/(p - 1) 3 n/p” (see (6)) of the integers of p-m~Jymj 
are in the same congruence class h modp for some h + 0 modp. On 
defining L by 
L = min(p, [FZ~-~]), (7) 
we observe that there exists a set V of L integers c1 ,..., cL from dmj such 
that 
P -jcl =_ pemjc2 z . . . s p-“‘jct E h (mod PI. W 
We show that V is an admissible subset of JS!. Accordingly, let %Y, and SF2 
be any two subsets of V such that 
L L 
c xei ,Vl> ci = 1 x(q ; U,) ci . 
i=l #=I 
(8) and (9) imply that 
h i x(ci ; %I) = h i x(ci ; g,) (mod A 
i=l i=l 
which, in view of (h, p) = 1, gives 
(10) 
and finally, since 1 V, I and I %‘2 / are both at most p (see (7)), we have 
as required. 
jl XC% i %lJ = f XCci ; g2)~ 
i=l 
Combining the results in the above two cases, we obtain 
h(n) 3 min(p, [np-“1). 
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For large n, we may choose the prime p to lie between n1J3 and 2n113 and 
with this choice of p, the above inequality gives 
which is (2). 
h(n) > n1J3, 
3. PROOF OF (1) 
We shall need later on the following combinatorial lemma. 
LEMMA. Suppose p is a prime and K a natural number not exceeding 
p - 1. Let S be a set of integers x1 , x2 ,..., x, belonging to K distinct 
nonzero congruence classes mod p. Then we can choose a set Y of H integers 
yl ,..., yH from x1 ,..., xK where H satisfies 
H> logK, (11) 
such that, for any two distinct subsets Yyl and Yy, of Y, we have 
fl X(Y$ ; Yd yi + f x(yi ; YJ yi (mod p). (12) 
i=l 
Proof of Lemma. We let x, be an element of the set Y and write 
Yl = Xl ; 
and for u > 1, we choose y1 , y, ,..., y, inductively such that for any two 
distinct subsets Yp), Yp) of YcU) = { y1 ,..., yU}, we have 
gl X(Y, ; Y?‘> I + i X(Y~ ; YF)) Yi (modp). (13) 
i=l 
Now, to prove the lemma, it suffices to show that u can be chosen to 
satisfy 
u> IogK. (14) 
We see that (13) is equivalent to 
U-l 
Yu + %Zl (X(Yi ; yF)> - X(Yi ; yP'>> Yi (mod P), W) 
and 
U-l u-1 
2g X(Y< ; Y?‘-"1 yi + C x(yi ; Y?-") yi (modph (16) 
i=l 
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where CVy:U-l) and C!Yp-l) are any two distinct subsets of +PU-r) = 
{Y 1 ,..., vu-l). Hence, once y1 ,..., yeel have been chosen, we need only 
choose yU to be an integer from !E - %(+l) (that is, the complement of 
UgCU-lt in %) such that (15) is satisfied. Since the right-hand side of (15) 
can assume at most 3” distinct values mod p, we certainly have (15) 
provided 
and this consideration leads immediately to the estimate (14), as required. 
We now proceed to obtain the refinement (1). Suppose p is a prime 
satisfying 
nl/3(log n)‘/3 < p < 2n1qog ny. (17) 
We recall the decomposition (3) of LZZ into disjoint subsets. We may 
assume that, for each i = 1, 2 ,..., t and each h = 1,2 ,..., p - 1, at most p 
of the integers in p-%dmi fall into the congruence class h modp, or 
equivalently, that for i = 1, 2 ,..., t and h = 1, 2 ,..., p - 1, we have 
c xc”; J&J ,< P. (18) 
armt=h(mod p) 
This is because if (18) does not hold for some i* and h*, then we can 
certainly find a subset of &&* of p elements such that each integer Q of 
this subset satisfies 
ap--mi* E h* (mod P). 
In view of the argument used in the second case in $2, this subset is an 
admissible subset of LZZ and the number p of elements of this subset is, 
by (17) >+/3(log n)l13, thus implying (1). 
We remark that (18) implies 
I J4ni I < P2 for i = 1, 2 ,..., t. (19) 
Next we shall find an estimate for the number of sets A& (i = 1, 2,..., t) 
having more than (log n)-B/3 rP elements. Denoting this number by T, 
we have, in view of (19) 
Tp2 + t(log n)+ FP/~ > n, 
which, because of (17), gives 
or 
4T(log n)2/3 n2j3 + t(log r~)-~/~ r~“~ >, n 
4T(log n)2/3 + t(log FZ)-~‘~ > d/3. (20) 
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We may assume t < (log n)li3 n1i3 for otherwise the argument in Case 1 
in §2 above will give us the estimate (1). 
Hence (20) gives 
4T(log n)2/3 > &21/3, 
Or 
T > &zn’J3(log n)-2/3. (21) 
Now suppose these T subsets of LZ! are A$, i = 1,2 ,..., T. Then, for 
each i = 1,2,..., T we have 
p2 > ) dki ) >, (log n)-2/3 n2j3, (22) 
the left-hand inequality holding because of (19). For any given i satisfying 
1 < i < T, we consider the distribution of elements of p-“M& in the 
nonzero congruence classes modp. Then, since none of these congruence 
classes contains more than p elements of p-%dki because of (18), at least 
I JzZ~, )p-l of the nonzero congruence classes modp have nonempty 
intersection with pbk’dkj. Hence, we can choose a subset &‘ci) of d&6 
consisting of 4 integers, where 4 satisfies 
4 = 1 4: 1 P-l, (23) 
such that each of the integers in p- k* d ti) comes from a distinct nonzero 
congruence class modp. We shall now apply the lemma with K = q, 
p satisfying (7) and 3 =p-k6~t) to extract a subset St-Ci) = (AI ,...,j&i> 
of @), where 
sj = ( Pi’ ( > log q, (24) 
such that for each pair of distinct subsets SF) and 9:’ of Fu), we have 
We define 9 by 
9 = (J s(i), 
i=l 
so that from (24), we have 
IFI > Tlogq, 
which, in view of (21), (22), (23), and (17), gives 
(26) 
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Finally, we show that F is an admissible subset of ~4 and in view of 
(26), this will establish (1). 
To show that F is admissible, it certainly suffices to show that if @I 
and ZKz are subsets of 9 such that 
(27) 
then we have, for each i = 1, 2 ,..., T, 
X(.Lj ; %I = XC& i %I, j = 1, 2 ,.... si . (28) 
We show this by deriving a contradiction on the assumption that the 
contrary holds. Accordingly, on the assumption that (27) does not imply 
(28) for some i where 1 < i < T, we see that there exists a least i* 
(1 < i* < T) such that for some.f&* , where 1 < j* < si* , we have 
which implies that 
Fl n .Fkr* f S2 n .Fki*. (29) 
Noting that pk**+l divides the integers in Fkr for each i (if any) exceeding 
i*, we have, from (27) 
peki* E x(f<*j ; Fl)fiq c p-ki* fJ x(&j ; 3)fi.j (modp). (30) 
j=l j=l 
Since (29) implies that sI n .!!G** and s2 n ski* are distinct, (30) contra- 
dicts (25) and with this we conclude the proof of (1). 
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